
Knowledge Data Base   ( KDB No.: KB0000039 / Status: Close )
                     *** PMN ***
 

Model:
Di180f

Problem Machine:
AF-6

 Title:
Original skew / Inclination of  Document Feed Tray in AF-6/7

Symptom:
Original Transport / Others(Document Transport)

Symptom Explanation:
When the original is taken up, the skew occurs and there are some 
cases that the skew 
  can not be resolved.

      
Temporary Measure:

   
CounterMeasure:

   <Change the following so that the original passes straightway>
     1) Change the circumference of Second Roller (1166-1093xx) (€20€€20.4)
         * Change the circumference of Second Roller so that the turning 

speed of
           the Second Roller becomes higher than the speed of the U-turn roller.
             
     2) Change the width of the Timing Belt which is the closest to you when 

viewed
         from the front of machine. (15mm - 5mm)
         * Reduce the tension of the Timing Belt which is the colsest to you.   
     <The effective Machine S/N>
      AF-7 (Japan)  3J01296 and onward
      AF-7 (U.S.A)   There is no production schedule at present.
      AF-7 (Europe) 3E02026 and onward
      AF-7 (DEVELOP) There is no production schedule at present.

      AF-6 (Japan)  2J06351and onward
      AF-6 (U.S.A)   2A03511 and onward
      AF-6 (Europe) 2E04222 and onward
      AF-6 (DEVELOP) 2D00311 and onward

Cause:
   (1) As the main roller is upper part of Paper Take-up section, the 

upper part of the 
          Original entrance side is taken up prior to the lower part of it when the 

original
          passes through the main roller, 
     (2) The Document Feed Tray is inclined, and so the lower part of the original
          entrance side is taken up prior to the upper part of it because of gravity. 

Problem Rank:

B        Check

Parts Modification Notice:
   Ref.No.:
   

SW/FW Distribution:



   

Category:                                     
Document Feeder\AF

Expand Machine:
Di250f(AF-6)
Di350f(AF-7)
D2500iD(AF-6)
D3500iD(AF-7)
Di180(AF-6)
Di180f(AF-6)
Di250(AF-6)
Di250f(AF-6)
Di350(AF-7)
Di350f(AF-7)

Cause Area:
Document Feeding Option

Original Report:
 

Information Date:
08.02.2000

 Edit Date: 
08.02.2000

Created by:
takao suganuma/minolta  



Knowledge Data Base  ( KDB No.: KB9900071 / Status: Close )
 

Model:
Di180f

Problem Machine:
AF-6

 Title:
The function of reduction and rotation does not perform correctly in 
AF-6.

Symptom:
Control / Others(Condition Monitor)

Symptom Explanation:

      
Notice:

   Notification
When the AF-6 is used and then making the copy by using the Auto 
magnification ratio Mode, the message " Image data has caused memory 
overflow. Your copy job has been canceled." is shown. The BS and the 
AFR-14 are working correctly.

Verification
This indication will appear when only the original direction and copy paper 
direction is being different. (Specification) ( When the Auto magnification 
ratio is selected, such as A3 lengthwise to the A4 crosswise.)

The reason is due to the structure condition of the AF-6.
The AF-6 detects the Original size by the sensor is being ON, but the 
Original size will be selected by detecting its Feeding Direction. When select 
the different direction of the paper and try to make the copy by using the 
Auto magnification ratio, as a result the image will be lost due to the 
incorrect registration. Thereby, the above indication appears to avoid this 
occurrence. 

Temporary Measure:
   

CounterMeasure:
   

Cause:
   The AF-6 detects the Original size by its Feeding direction from the 

structure of the AF-6.
In this time, if the Auto magnification ratio is selected the image may be lost 
since beyond its area.
Therefore it will alarm from the specification.

Problem Rank:
--

  Check

Parts Modification Notice:
   Ref.No.:
   

SW/FW Distribution:
   

Category:                                     
Document Feeder/AF

Expand Machine:
D2500iD(AF-6)
D3500iD(AF-6)
Di180(AF-6)



Di180f(AF-6)
Di250(AF-6)
Di250f(AF-6)
Di350(AF-6)

Cause Area:
Document Feeding Option

Original Report:
 

Information Date:
15.02.99

 Edit Date: 
23.02.99

Created by:
koji miyamoto/minolta  


